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Abstract 
The stability of a staggered flux (SF) or d-density wave state is studied in a d-p model using a variational Monte Carlo (VMC) 
method. This state possesses a local circular current and possibly causes the pseudogap phase in high-Tc cuprate superconductors. We 
introduce into the trial function a configuration dependent phase factor, which was recently shown to be indispensable to stabilize 
current-carrying states. We pay attention to the energy gain as a function of adjacent O-O hopping ݐԢ and Cu-site coulomb repulsion 
U. It is found the SF state becomes stable for hole doping rates of ߜ ׽ Ͳ and ݐᇱȀݐ د ͲǤͶ, owing to the reduction in kinetic energy, but 
seems fragile because the energy gain rapidly decays on doping holes for any ݐԢ. The loop current tends to increase asݐԢ increases. 
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1. Introduction 
Since the discovery of pseudogap (PG) phenomena in underdoped high- ୡܶ  cuprate superconductors for ܶ ൏ ܶכ 
[ ܶכሺ൐ ୡܶሻ : PG temperature], many efforts have been made to elucidate the origin of the PG phase and its relationship 
to superconductivity (SC). Until a decade ago, PG is considered, in leading studies, as precursors to SC or a spin-gapped 
phase expected from the resonating-valence-bond theory. Afterward, however, spectroscopic experiments (Raman, 
ARPES, etc.) proved possibilities of distinct origins between PG and SC gap (so-called two-gap problem), and 
suggested existence of competing orders against SC. Among them, Fermi arcs (or hole pockets) and shadow bands 
observed in ARPES spectra forܶ ൏ ܶכ claims the ሺߨǡ ߨሻ-band folding or doubled unit cells [1]. On the other hand, 
recent experimental data [2] using polarized ARPES, polarized neutron scattering, polar Kerr effect etc. showed that a 
small magnetic moment caused by some circular current arises at ܶכ---the time reversal symmetry breaks for  ܶ ൏ ܶכ---, 
but the lattice translational symmetry is preserved. It seems intricate to explain simultaneously this symmetry breaking 
and the above doubled unit cells.  Anyway, it is an urgent subject to study stability of loop-current states in reliable 
methods.  
Among such states, a staggered flux (SF) state [Fig. 1(a)] has long been studied for the t-J-type models [3] and later 
using weak-correlation theories as a d-density wave state [4]. This state claims a doubled unit cell, and is consistent with 
the former experiments [1]. For the t-J model, this state becomes equivalent to the d-wave BCS state at half filling 
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owing to the SU(2) symmetry [3], and has very low energy comparable to the antiferromagnetic ground state. Later, 
using a variational Monte Carlo (VMC) method [5], this state was revealed to remain stable in the underdoped region, 
which is basically consistent with a recent VMC result for a strongly correlated Hubbard model [6]. The SF state 
exhibits features consistent with various experiments, such as Fermi arcs in the nodal region and PG near the antinodal 
points.  Meanwhile, to consider PG, Varma proposed another loop-current state as shown in Fig. 1(b) [7], which breaks 
lattice rotational symmetry, but preserves lattice translational symmetry. Therefore, this state is consistent with the latter 
experiments [2]. Recently, the stability of this state was checked using VMC [8] on a d-p model allowing also for the 
apical oxygen orbitals. According to these studies, this state becomes stable only for considerably small values of ߂ 
(energy difference between Cu and O sites), compared with the values expected for cuprates.  
 
In this work, we apply a VMC method with a SF state to a d-p model, and check the energy reduction as compared to 
a paramagnetic state. Note that we introduce a configuration-dependent phase factor into the trial wave function, which 
was shown to be crucial for reducing the energy of current-carrying states in strongly correlated regime [6,9]. This 
factor is overlooked in most previous studies. Furthermore, we argue staggered currents as functions of U and ݐԢ.  
 
2. Method 
As a model of cuprates, we consider a simplified version of d-p model on a lattice in Fig. 1(a),  
ܪ ൌ ܪ୼ ൅ ܪ௣ௗ ൅ ܪ௣௣ ൅ ܪ௎ ൌ ߂෍ ௝ܰ௣௝ ൅ ݐ௣ௗ෍ ቂ݀௜ǡఙ
ற ቀ݌௝ାೣమǡఙ ൅ ݌௝ି೤మǡఙ െ ݌௝ିೣమǡఙ െ ݌௝ା೤మǡఙቁ ൅ Ǥ Ǥ ቃ௝ǡఙ
൅ ݐᇱ෍ ൬െ݌௝ା೤మǡఙ
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ௗ ௝݊՝ௗ௝
ǡሺͳሻ 
where ௝݀ǡఙ
ற  and ݌௝ǡఙற  create holes on ݆ -th Cu (d-orbital) and O (p-orbital) site, respectively, and ௝ܰ௣ ൌ σ ሺ ௝݊ାೣమǡఙ ൅ఙ  
௝݊ା೤మǡఙ
ሻ. We take ݐ௣ௗ  as the units of both energy and current. For ݐǯ ൐ Ͳ, we have a concave Fermi surface in the  
diagonal directions consistent with cuprates. This model was studied using VMC [8,10] and exact diagonalization [11].  
    In this work, we focus on the energy reduction by a SF state ܲ ఏܲߔୗ୊ from that of a paramagnetic state ܲߔ୔୊ୗ 
[projected Fermi sea (PFS)], with a projection factor being ܲ ൌ େܲ୳ ୓ܲ. As the one-body states ߔ୔୊ୗ and ߔୗ୊, we adopt 
the grand state of a one-body Hamiltonian, in which band renormalization (marked with tilde) is taken into account: 
ܪ୑୊ ൌ ߂ሚ෍ ௝ܰ௣௝ ൅ ݐ௣ௗ෍ ൣ݀௜ǡఙ
ற ൫݌௝ା௫ ଶΤ ǡఙ݁௜ఏభఈ ൅ ݌௝ି௬ ଶΤ ǡఙ݁ି௜ఏభఈ െ ݌௝ି௫ ଶΤ ǡఙ݁௜ఏభఈ െ ݌௝ା௬ ଶΤ ǡఙ݁ି௜ఏభఈ൯ ൅ Ǥ Ǥ ൧௝ǡఙ
൅ ݐǁ ᇱ෍ ൬െ݌௝ା೤మǡఙ
ற ݌௝ିೣమǡఙ݁
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where ߂ሚǡ ݐǁ ᇱǡ ݐǁԢԢǡ ߠଵ and ߠଶ are variational parameters. The Peierls phases ߠଵ and ߠଶ induce currents; we fix ߠଵ and ߠଶ at 
zero for ߔ୔୊ୗ. Owing to the doubled unit cell, ߙ takes ͳor െͳ, according as site j is on sublattice A or B. For ݐǁ ᇱ ൌ
ݐǁ ᇱᇱ ൌ Ͳ , ܪ୑୊  is diagonalized with band dispersions,  ߳௞േ ൌ േටȟ෩ଶ ൅ ൣʹݐ௣ௗ ሺ݇௫ ʹሻΤ ൧ଶ ൅ ൣʹݐ௣ௗ ሺ݇௬ ʹሻΤ ൧ଶ , and 
߳଴ ൌ ߂ሚ. The band width of the lowest band (ʹξʹݐ௣ௗ) for ߂ሚ ൌ Ͳ is smaller than that of the two-dimensional Hubbard 
model ͺݐ. The corresponding eigenvector for ߳௞ି  is ቆටଵଶ ሺͳ െ ߂ሚȀ߳௞ି ሻǡ ݅ට
ଵ
ଶ ሺͳ ൅ ߂ሚȀ߳௞ି ሻ
௏ೣೖ
௏ೖ ǡ െ݅ට
ଵ
ଶ ሺͳ ൅ ߂ሚȀ߳௞ି ሻ
௏೤ೖ
௏ೖ ቇ with 
௞ܸ ൌ ට ௫ܸ௞ଶ ൅ ௬ܸ௞ଶ , ௫ܸ௞ ൌ ʹݐ௣ௗሺ݇௫ ʹΤ ሻ, and ௬ܸ௞ ൌ ʹݐ௣ௗ൫݇௬ ʹΤ ൯. We use a correlation factor for Cu sites of a form:   
Fig. 1. Illustrations of loop-current states relevant to this 
study. (a) Staggered flux state with currents ݆ଵ݆ଶ, which 
claims the (ߨǡ ߨ ) band folding. (b) The loop-current state 
proposed by Varma.  
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where ௞ܰ denotes the total number of holes on ݇ site, and ݃େ୳ and ௜݂ ሺ݅ ൌ ͳǡڮ ǡͷሻ are variational parameters. The sum 
index ߬ runs over nearest-neighbor (NN) O sites, ߬Ԣ NN Cu sites, ߬ଶ second-neighbor (diagonal) Cu sites, ߬ଷ  second 
neighbor O sites [ሺേͳȀʹǡ േͳሻሺേͳǡേͳȀʹሻ], ߬ସ third neighbor Cu sites [ሺͲǡ േʹሻǡ ሺേʹǡͲሻ], and ߬ହ third neighbor O 
sites [ሺͲǡ േ͵Ȁʹሻǡ ሺേ͵ȀʹǡͲሻ]. The forms of ௜݂’s ሺ݅ ൌ ͳǡʹǡڮ ǡͷሻ are somewhat complicated. Here, we explain the case of 
ଶ݂ as an example. Let the total number of holes on a Cu site (ଵ) be ௟ܰ, then the total number of holes on the four 
diagonal-neighbor Cu sites of ଵ  becomes σ ௟ܰାఛమఛమ . We assign an individual variational parameter to each 
ሺ ௟ܰǡ σ ௟ܰାఛమఛమ ሻሾൌ ሺͲǡͲሻǡ ሺͲǡͳሻǡڮ ǡ ሺʹǡͺሻ ]. The correlation factor for O sites is similarly expressed as ୓ܲ ൌ
ς ൣͳ െ ݃୓݊௝՛ ௝݊՝൧௝א୓ ς ሾͳ െ ଺݂ሺ ௞ܰǡ σ ௞ܰାఛఛ ሻሿ௞א୓ǡ୩ାதא୓ ς ሾͳ െ ଻݂ሺ ௟ܰǡ σ ௟ܰାఛᇱఛᇱ ሻሿ௟א୓ǡ୩ାதᇱאେ୳  where ݃୓ ,  ଺݂  and ଻݂ are 
variational parameters, and ߬  (߬Ԣ) runs over NN O (Cu) sites.  Furthermore, to stabilize the SF state in strongly 
correlated regimes, we adapt a configuration dependent phase factor [6,9] to the present case as, 
 ఏܲ ൌ  ቈ݅ߠ෍ ൫ͳ െ ௝݊՛ௗ ൯൫ͳ െ ௝݊՝ௗ ൯ሺെͳሻఉ෍ ቀ ௝݊ା௫ ଶΤ ǡఙ௣ ൅ ௝݊ି௫ ଶΤ ǡఙ௣ െ ௝݊ା௬ ଶΤ ǡఙ௣ െ ௝݊ି௬ ଶΤ ǡఙ௣ ቁఙ௝ ቉ǡሺ͵ሻ 
where ߠ is a variational parameter, and ߚ ൌ Ͳሺͳሻ according as ݆ belongs to the A (B) sublattice. The role of ఏܲ  is to 
partially cancel out the Peierls phase ߠଵ  and ߠଶ  for lowering the energy. We simultaneously optimize the above 
variational parameters, using VMC with the stochastic reconfiguration method [12]. 
3. Results 
First, let us discuss ܷ dependence of energy gain per unit cell, ߂ܧ ൌ ܧሺܲߔ௉ிௌሻ െ ܧሺܲ ఏܲߔௌிሻ, for ݐᇱ ൌ Ͳ and ߜ ൌ
Ͳǡand a local current along Cu-O bonds ݆ଵ indicated in Fig. 1(b): 
݆ଵ ൌ
݅
Ͷܮଶ෍ ۃ ௝݀ǡఙ
ற ൫െ݌௝ା௫ ଶΤ ǡఙ ൅ ݌௝ି௬ ଶΤ ǡఙ ൅ ݌௝ି௫ ଶΤ ǡఙ െ ݌௝ା௬ ଶΤ ǡఙ൯ െ ܪǤ ܿǤ ۄ௝ǡఙ ǤሺͶሻ 
As shown in Fig. 2(a), the SF state becomes stable for ܷ ذ ͷ, and correspondingly, current begins to flow. To consider 
the origin of this stabilization, we plot, in Fig. 2(b), the energy components, namely, kinetic energy ܧ௞௜௡ ൌ ۃܪ௣ௗۄȀܮଶ, 
energy difference between Cu and O sites ܧ௱ ൌ ۃܪ௱ۄȀܮଶ, and coulomb energy on Cu sites ܧ௎ ൌ ۃܪ௎ۄȀܮଶ. For ܷ ൐ ͷ,   
ܧ௞௜௡  of the SF state is lower than that of the PFS, but inversely ܧ௱ of the SF state is higher. As for ܧ௎, the two states 
have almost the same value. Thus, the SF state is stabilized by the gain in kinetic energy in a strongly correlated regime. 
This feature of a kinetic-energy-driven transtion is common to other orders in strongly correlated regimes such as a d-
wave superconductivity and an antiferromagnetism in the two-dimensional Hubbard model [13].  
Next, we consider ߜ andݐԢ dependence of ߂ܧ. In the main panel of Fig. 3(a), ߂ܧሺߜሻ is plotted for some values of ݐԢ. 
The SF state with a small ݐԢ has a gain in energy near half filling, but ߂ܧ rapidly decays as ߜ increases. This rapid decay 
of the SF state indicates that doped holes, for some reasons, prevent a circular current from constantly flowing. 
However, it is possible that ߂ܧ remains perceptibly finite for ߜ ൐ Ͳ, if we improve ఏܲ , especially, for the motion of 
doped holes. In the inset of Fig. 3(a), ݐԢ  dependence of ߂ܧ  is shown at ߜ ൌ Ͳ ; ߂ܧ  remains finite (or somewhat 
increases) for  ݐԢ د ͲǤͶ, but the SF state reduces to PFS for  ݐԢ ذ ͲǤͶ. Because߂ܧfor ܮ ൌ ͳͲ is almost twice larger 
than that for ܮ ൌ ͺ, the system-size dependence seems crucial for the stability of the the SF state (we need further 
studies). The behavior of currents ݆ଵ and ݆ଶ on O-O bonds [Fig. 1(a)] defined as 
݆ଶ ൌ െ݅ ௧ᇱସ௅మ σ ۃെ݌௝ା௬ ଶΤ ǡఙ
ற ݌௝ି௫ ଶΤ ǡఙ െ ݌௝ି௬ ଶΤ ǡఙற ݌௝ା௫ ଶΤ ǡఙ ൅ ݌௝ି௬ ଶΤ ǡఙற ݌௝ି௫ ଶΤ ǡఙ ൅ ݌௝ା௬ ଶΤ ǡఙற ݌௝ା௫ ଶΤ ǡఙ െ ܪǤ ܿǤ ۄ௝ǡఙ ǡሺͷሻ  
is shwon in Fig. 3(b). Because current is related to kinetic energy, the amplitude of currents behaves like ߂ܧ. As ݐᇱ is 
Fig. 2. (a) Energy difference between the projected Fermi sea and the staggered flux state, and the circular current ݆ଵfor the latter state are plotted 
as functions of U for ݐᇱ ൌ Ͳ and ߜ ൌ Ͳ. The statistical errors in energy are order of ͳͲିସ. (b) Three energy components, ܧ୩୧୬, ܧ௱, and ܧ௎ are 
compared between the two states as a function of U for ݐᇱ ൌ Ͳ and ߜ ൌ Ͳ.  
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introduced, ݆ଵ increases and ݆ଶ begins to flow at the same time as shown in the inset of fig. 3(b). Note that ݆ଶ flows as 
the flux it makes becomes parallel to what ݆ଵ makes. In contrast to ߂ܧ, the system-size dependence of currents are very 
small. 
   4. Summary and discussions  
It is found that the staggered flux state is more stable than the projected Fermi sea at least at half filling for a small ݐᇱ, 
and the energy difference rapidly decays as ߜ increases. Thus, the present SF state is fragile against hole doping, but its 
stability is preserved in increasing O-O hopping ݐԢ up to ݐԢ̱ͲǤͶ. The tendency of the present study is similar to that of 
the Hubbard model [6]. On comparison, however, the energy decrement is smaller and the stable range of Ɂ is narrower 
for the d-p model. Furthermore, the present value of ߂ may be too large for cuprates. Thus, it is possible that a SF state 
like in Fig. 1(a) causes the pseudogap phase, but the present result is insufficient to make a sharp conclusion. It is 
necessary to explore a wider parameter space. And, as an immediate improvement, it seems important to introduce an 
additional configuration-dependent phase factor that controls the doped holes which is affected by Peierls phase in O-O 
hopping ݐԢ. It is also urgent to extend this study to check other loop-current states as shown in Fig. 1(b).  
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Fig. 3. (a) The energy difference between the projected FS and SF states is plotted as a function of ߜ for some values ofݐԢ. The inset shows the same 
quantity as a function ofݐԢ at ߜ ൌ Ͳ for L=8 and 10. (b) The currents݆ଵ and ݆ଶ indicated in Fig. 1(a) are plotted for some values of ݐԢ as a function of 
ߜ. Inset shows the same quantities as a function of ݐԢ at ߜ ൌ Ͳ for L=8 and 10. 
